DEATH TRAP!

Tunnel breaks through ceiling in corner of corridor. Re-concealed.

Entrance blocked and hidden

True Tomb 60' lower than Entrance

Tunnel entrance 30' above main entrance - slope is roughly 45º, traverse with caution!

Ancient grave robbers' tunnel - entrance hidden and blocked

Right-Anpu's belt knot bears titular glyph: "He Who Sits Upon His Mountain." Push to disarm Death Trap.

Anubis Figure on Corridor Wall Left of Death Trap

Scrodes of Book of Life in sarcophagus

Mummy in false tomb is NOT that of Setna, son of Rameses the Great. No mummy in true tomb!

Left-Anpu's belt knot bears the glyph of "Wepeawet" - Opener of Ways

Not will let I enter thee by me except thou sayest my name

ANPU (Anubis)

Pass on thou by me

(see left)

(living for ever)

Lifeg Strength Health

(see above)

(two signs illegible bird? godsight?)